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PROJECTION METHODS IN EXCEL' 

This chapter describes the Chemometrics Add·ln, which is an Add-In designed especially 
for Microsoft Excel. The Chemometrics Add-In enables data analysis on the basis of 
the following projection methods: Principal Componenl Analysis (PCA) and Projection on 
Latent Structures (PLS I and PLS2). 
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8. 1 PROJECTION METHODS 

8. 1.1 Con~p( and Notation 
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Projection methods are widely used for multivariate data analysis, especially in chemo
metrics. They are applied both to one-block data X (classification. c.g., PCA) and 10 
double-block data such as X and Y (calibration, e.g., principal component regression 
(PCR) and partialleasl square (PLS». 

'With contribtllions from Oxana Rodiooova. 
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Figure 8.1 Multivariate data. 

Let us consider a (/ X 1) data matrix X, where / is the number of objects (rows) and J 
is the number of independent variables (columns). Ordinarily, the number of variables is 
rather high (J » I). We can simultaneously analyze the (/ x K) matrix Y, where / is the 
same number of objects and K is the number of resJXlnses. See Fig. 8. 1. 

The essence of the projection techniques is a considerable reduction of data dimension
ali ty for both blocks X and Y. There are many reviews on projection methods, and the 
reader is invited to refer to them for more detail. 

8.1.2 p e A 

PCA is the oldest projection method. This method uses new forma] (or latent) variables 
ta(a = I, . .. ,A), which are linear combinations of the original variables xl) = I, .. . ,J), 
that is, 

or in the matrix notation 
A 

X = TP' +E := L taP~ +E (8.1) 
a:J 

In this equation, T is cal led the scores matrix or scores. Its dimension is (I x A ). Matrix P 
is called the loadings matrix, or loadings, and it has a dimension (A x J). E is the residuals 
(I x J) matrix. See Fig. 8.2. 
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Figure 8.2 Graphic representation of PCA. 
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New variables to are often called principal cQmp01lenlS (pes); therefore. the method is 
called peA. The number of columns to in matrix T and columns Po in matrix P is equal to 
A. which is the number of pes. It defines the projection model complex ity. The value of A 
is certainly less than the number of variables J and the number of objects I . 

Scores and loadings matrices have the following properties 

T'T =A=di,g{l" ... ,l,}, P'P=I 

The recurrent algorithm. non-linear iterative partial least squares (NIPALS) (see Section 
15.5.3) is often used for calculation of PCA scores and loadings. After constructing the PC 
space, new objects Xnew can be projected onto this space. In other words, the scores matrix 
T new can be calculated. In PCA. this is easily done by equation 

Naturally, Xnew matri x should be preprocesS'.ed in the same way as the training matrix X, 
which was used for PCA decomposition 

8,1,3 PLS 

PLS can be considered as a generalization of PCA. In PLS, the decomposition of matrices 
X and V is conducted simultaneously 

X = TP'+E, Y=UQ'+ F, T=xW(P'Wl-' (8.2) 

A projection is built in order to maximize correlalion between corresponding vectors of 
X-scores 10 and V-scores uo' See Fig. 8.3 fo.: illustration. 

If block V consists of several responses ( i.e., K > I), two types of projections can be 
built; they are PLSI and PLS2. In the first case, the projection space is built separately for 
each response variable Yk' Scores T (U) and loadings P (\V, Q) depend on the response Yk 
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Figure 8.3 PLS2 graphic representation. 
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in use. Such an approach is called PIS} . In the PIS2 method, one common space is built 
for all responses. The fo llowing expressions show the properties of PLS projeclion matrices 

1'T ~A~d;ag{A, . .... 1A}' W'W~I. T~XR. R ~W(p'W)-1 

Rtp = I, y hat = XB = TQ\ B = RQ\ Qt = A - ITY, wt = A - IUtX 

A recurrent algorithm is used for the calculation of PLS scores and loadings. This alger 
rithm calculates one PLS compone nt at a time. It is presented in Section 15.5.4. A similar 
algorithm for PLS2 is described in Section 15.5.5. 

8.1.4 Data Preprocessing 

It is worth mentioning that in the course of X and Y decomposition, the PCA and PLS 
methods do not take into consideration the free tenn. This could be seen from Eqs 8. 1 and 
8.2. lt is initially supposed that all columns in matrices X H Y have zero mean values, that is, 

I I 

L Xlj=O and L yi.I: =O, for·each j= I , .. . , J andk=I , ... ,K 
I- I ;"1 

This condition can be easily satisfied by data centering. 
Centering implied a sublJ'aCtion of matrix M from the original matrix X. that is, 

X=X-M 

Centering is a column-wise operation. For each vector Xi' the mean value is calculated by 

In that case, M = (mi l •... , m, I ), where I is the(/ x I) vector of ones. Centering is a com
pulsory procedure that precedes the application of projection methods. The second simplest 
preprocessing technique is scaling. 

Scaling is not as indispensable as centering. Compared to centering, scaling does not 
change the data structure but simply modifies the weights of ditTerent parts of data. The most 
widely used scaling is a column-wise one. This can be expressed as a right multiplication 
of matrix X by matrix W, that is, 

X=xw 

Matrix W is the (J x J) diagonal matrix. As a rule, the diagonal e lements wJj are equal to 
inverse values of the standard deviations, that is, 

calculated for each column xi' Row-wise scaling (also called nonnaliZOlion) is a left mul
tiplication of matrix X by a diagonal matrix W , that is, 

x=wx 
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In this formula. W is the (I x f) diagonal matrix, and its elements wii are ordinarily the 
inverse values of the standard deviations calculated for each row x: 

Combination of centering and column-wise scaling 

is called autoscaling. 
Data scaling is often used to make the contribution of various variables to a model more 

equal (i.e., in hybrid methods like LC-MS), to account for heterogeneous errors, or when 
different data blocks should be combined in one model. Scaling can also be seen as a method 
for stabilization of numerical calculations. At the same time, scaling should be used with 
caution as such preprocessing can essentially change the results of quali ty analysis. When 
the raw data structure is a priori assumed homogeneous and homoscedastic, data prepro
cessing is not only unnecessary but also harmful. This is discussed in Chapter 12 in the 
example of HPLC- DAD data. 

Every type of preprocessing (centering, scaling, etc.) is first applied to the calibration 
dataset. This set is used to calculate the values of m j and dj , which, in turn, are used for 
preprocessing of both training and test sets later on. 

In Chemometrics Add- In, preprocessing is done automatically. If there is a need in 
any particular preprocessing, it can be done using standard worksheet functions, or special 
user-defined functions, which are explained in Sections 13.1.2 and 13.2.3. 

8_1.5 Didactic Example 

File Projection.xls is used to illustrate the Chemometrics Add- In facilities. The penor
mance of all the above-mentioned methods is illustrated with a simulated dataset (X, V), 
which should be centered but not scaled. 

File Projection.xls includes the following worksheets: 

Intro: short introduction 

Data: data used in the example. Block X consists of 14 objects (9 in the calibration 
set and 5 in the test set) and 50 variables. Block Y includes two responses, which 
correspond to the 14 objects. The worksheet also presents a legend that explains the 
names of the arrays 

PCA: application of the worksheet functi(lnS ScoresPCA and LoadingsPCA 

PLS1: application of the worksheet functions ScoresPLS, UScoresPLS, Load
ingsPLS, WLoadingsPLS, and QL,oadingsPLS 

PLS2: application of the worksheet functions ScoresPLS2 , UScoresPLS2 , Load
ingsPLS2, WLoadingsPLS2 , and QLoadingsPLS2 

Plus: application of the additional worksh'!et functions MIdent, MIden tD2 , MTrace, 
and Meu tRows 

Unscrambler: comparison of the results obtained by Chemometrics Add-In and by 
the Unscrambler program 

S IMCA-P: comparison of the results obtained by Chemometrics Add-In and by the 
SIMCA program 
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8.2 APPLICATION OF CHEMOl\tETRlCS ADD·IN 

8.2.1 Installation 

Before starting 10 work with Chemometrics Add-In, the software should be properly 
inslalled. The instructions for Chemometrics Add-In inslal lation are presented in 
Chapler 3. 

8.2.2 General 

Chemometrics Add-In uses all input data from an active Excel workbook. This infonna
tion should be pasted directly in the worksheet area (data X and V). A user may organize 
the working space the way he/she likes, that is, 10 place all data onto one worksheet. or split 
them between several worksheets, or even use worksheets from different workbooks. The 
resu lts are returned as the worksheet arrays. The software does not have any limitations 
on the size of input arrays. thai is. the number of objects (I). the number of variables (1), 
and Ihe number of responses (K). The dimension is only limited by the supported computer 
memory and limitations of Excel itself. 

Chemometrics Add·ln includes user-defined functions, which can be used as standard 
worksheet functions. For this purpose, a user can employ Insert Function dialog box 
and select the User Defined category. All functions, described below can be found in the 
Select a function window. 

The returned values are arrays; therefore, the functions should be entered in array for
mula Sly Ie. thai is, applying CTRL+ SHIFT + ENTER allhe end of the fonnu la input (see 
Section 7.2.1). 

Funclion arguments can be numbers, names, arrays, or references containing numbers. 
To insert an array fonnula, it is necessary to select a range, Ihe size of which corresponds to 
the cxpectcd output array. If a selected range is larger than the output array, the supcrHuous 
cells are filled with #N/A symbols. On the contrary, when the selected range is smaller than 
the output array. a part of the output infonnarion is lost. 

Number of PrincipaVPLS Components 

Each function has an optional argument PC that defines the number of PCs (A). If PC is 
omitted, the output corresponds to the selected area. If PC value is more than min (I,l). 
the decomposi tion is done for the maximum possible number of PCs and superHuous cells 
are filled with #N/A symbols. 

Centering and/or Scaling 

Each function has optional arguments Centl'leightX and CentWeightY. which define 
whether centering andlor scaling for X and Y arrays is perfonned. These arguments can be 
as fo llows: 

0 - no centering and no scaling (default value) 

1 - only centering, that is. subtraction of column-wise mean values 

2 - only scaling by column-wise standard deviations 

3 - centering and scaling, that is, autoscaling 

If any argument CentWeightX or CentWeighty is omitted it is assumed to be 
(equal 10) o. 
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8.3 peA 

8.3. 1 ScoreaPCA 

SeoreaPCA performs decomposition of me matrix X using the PCA method (Eq. 8. 1) and 
then returns the array of score values T new Clllculated for matrix Xnew ' 

Syntax 
ScoreaPCA (X [, PC] [, CentWeightX] [, Xnew) 

x is the array of X-values (calibration sel); 

PC is an optional argument (integer), which defines the number of PCs (A), used in 
the PCA decomposition; 

Cen tWeightX is an optional argument (integer) that indicates whether centering 
and/or scaling is done; 

Xnew is an optional argument that prese nts an array of new values XIleW (test set) for 
which the score values T"",w are calculated. 

Remarks 

• The arrays Xnew and x must have the same number of columns; 

• If argument Xnew is omitted, it is assumed to be the same as x . and thus the cali
bration score values T are returned; 

• The result is an array (matrix) where the number of rows equals the number 
of rows in array Xnew, and the number of columns equals the number of 
pc, (A); 

• TREND is a similar standard worksheet function (Section 7.2.7). 

Example 
An eltample is given in worksheet peA and shown in Fig. 8.4. 

SeoreaPCA is an array function which must be completed by CTRL+SHIFT + 
ENTER. 

8.3.2 LoadingapCA 

Performs decomposition of matrix X using the PCA method (Eq. 8. 1) and returns an array 
of loading values P. 

Synlax 
LoadingaPCA (x L PC] L CentweightX]) 

x is the array of X-values (calibration set); 
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Figure 8.4 Example of Seor eaPCA function. 

PC is an optional argument (integer), which defines the number of PCs (A). used in 
PCA decomposition; 

CentWeightX is an optional argument (integer) that indicates whether centering 
and/or scaling is done. 

Remarks 

• The result is an array (matrix) where the number of rows is equal to the number of 
columns (J ) in array x , and the number of columns is equal to the number of PCs 
(A); 

• MINVERSB is a simi lar standard worksheet function (Section 7.2.5). 

Example 
An example is given in worksheet peA and shown in Fig. 8.5. 

LoadingsPCA is an array function, which must be completed by CTRL+SHIFT + 
ENTER. 

PCl 
PC, 

PC' 
PC, 
PCS 

Figure 8.5 Example of r..oad ing El PCA function. 
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8.4 PLS 

8.4. 1 Scor e sPLS 

Perfonns decomposition of matrices X and Y using lhe method of PLS (Eq. 8.2) and 
then returns an array that presents the PLS score values T new calculated for matrix 
X~. 

Syntax 
Scor esPLS (X, Y [, PC] [, CentWeightX] [, CentWeightY] [, 
Xnew] 

X is the array of X-values (calibration set); 

Y is the array of Y-values (calibration se~t); 

PC is an optional argument (integer), which defines the number of PLS components 
(A). used in PLS decomposition; 

CentWeightX is an optional argument (integer) that indicates whether centering 
and/or scaling for matrix X is done; 

CentWeightY is an optional argument (integer) that indicates whether centering 
and/or scaling for matrix Y is done; 

Xnew is an optional argument that presents an array of new values Xnew (test set) for 
which the PLS score values T DeW are calculated. 

Example 
An example is given in worksheet PLS1 and shown in Fig. 8.6. 

0.742 

" .0.652 0 .189 0.126 
0 ., 2.373 ·0.213 oroo .. 

.0 .406 0.079 - ·0.058 a ·2.492 0.167 0 .043 .. ... .,.., ·0 .230 0 .101 

-029< -0_ ·0.161 

-0 

" -
Figure 8.6 Example of ScoresPLS fu oction. 
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Remarks 

• Array Y must have only one column (K = I); 

• Arrays Y and X must have the same number of rows (I); 

• Arrays Xnew and x must have the same number of columns (1); 

• If argument Xnew is omiued, it is assumed to be the same as X and thus the PLS 
calibration score values T are returned ; 

• The result is an array (matrix) where the number of rows equals the number 
of rows in array Xnew, and the number of columns equals the number of PCs 
(Al; 

• TREND is a similar standard worksheet function (Section 7.2.7). 

ScoresPLS is an array function, which must be completed by CTRL+ SHIFT + 
ENTER. 

8.4.2 UScoresPLS 

Performs decomposition of matrices X and Y using the method of PLS (Eq. 8.2) and then 
returns an array that presents the PLS score values Vnew calculated for matrices Xnew and 
y -. 

Syntax 
UScoresPLS (X , Y , [, PC] [, CentWeightX] [, CentWeightY] 
[, Xnew) [, Ynew)) 

X is the array of X-values (calibration set); 

Y is the array of V-values (calibration set); 

PC is an optional argument (integer), which defines the number of PLS components 
(A), used in PLS decomposition; 

CentWeightX is an optional argument (integer) that indicates whether centering 
and/or scaling for matrix X is done; 

Cen tWeigh t Y is an optional argument (integer) that indicates whether centering 
and/or scaling for matrix Y is done; 

Xnew is an optional argument that prese:nts an array of new values Xnew (test set) for 
which PLS score values Vnew are cakulated; 

Ynew is an optional argument that prese:nts an array of new values Y new (test set) for 
which PLS score values Vnew are cakulated. 

Remarks 

• Arrays Y and Ynew must have only one column (K = I); 

• Arrays Y and X must have the same number of rows (I): 

• Arrays Xnew and X must have the same number of columns (1); 
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Figure 8.7 Example of UScoreBPLS function. 

• If argument Xnew is omined, it is assumed to be the same as X and thus the PLS 
cal ibration score values U are returned; 

• If argument Ynew is omitted, it is assumed to be the same as Y, and thus the PLS 
calibration score values U are returned; 

• The resu lt is an array (matrix) where the number of rows equals the number of 
rows in array Xnew. and the number of columns equals the number of PCs (A); 

• TRBND is a similar standard worksheet function (Section 1.2.1). 

Example 
An example is given in worksheet PLS 1 and shown in Fig. 8.1. 

UScoresPLS is an array function, which must be completed by CTRL+ SHIFT + 
ENTER. 

8.4.3 LoadingsPLS 

Perfonns decomposition of matrices X and Y using the method of PLS (Eq. 8.2) and then 
returns an array that presents the loadings vaJues P. 

Syntax 
LoadingsPLS (X, Y [, PC] [, CentWeightX] L CentWeightY) 

X is the array of X·values (calibration set); 

Y is the array of Y ·values (calibration set); 
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PC is an optional argument (integer), which de fi nes the number of PLS components 
(A), used in the PLS decomposition; 

CentWeightX is an optional argument (integer) that indicates whether centering 
and/or scaling for matrix X is done; 

CentWeightY is an optional argument (integer) that indicates whether centering 
and/or scaling for matrix Y is done. 

Remarks 

• Array Y must have only one column (K = I); 

• Arrays Y and x must have the same number of rows (/); 

• The result is an array (matrix) where the number of rows equals the number of 
columns (1) in array x , and the num~:r of columns equalS the number of PCs (A); 

• MMULT is a similar standard worksheet function (Section 7.2.6). 

Example 
An example is given in worksheet PLS 1 and shown in Fig. 8.8. 

LoadingsPLS is an array function, which must be completed by CTRL+ SHIFT + 
ENTER. 

8.4.4 WLoadingsPLS 

Performs decomposition of matrices X and Y using the method of PLS (Eq . 8.2) and then 
returns an array that presents the loading weights values W. 

Syntax 
WLoadingsPLS (X, Y (, PC] [, CentWeightX] [, CentWeightY]) 

x is the array of X-values (calibration set); 

Y is the array of V-values (calibration set); 

Figure 8.8 Example of LoadingsPLS function. 
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PC is an optional argument (integer), which defines the number of PLS components 
(A). used in the PLS decomposition; 

CentWeightX is an optional argument (integer) that indicates whether centering 
and/or scaling for matrix X is done; 

CentWe ightY is an optional argument (integer) that indicates whether centering 
and/or scaling for matrix Y is done. 

Remarks 

• Array Y must have only one column ( K = I); 

• Arrays Y and X must have the same number of rows (l) ; 

• The result is an array (matrix) where the number of rows equals the number of 
columns (J) in array x and the number of columns equals the number of PCs (A); 

• MMULT is a similar standard worksheet function (Section 7.2.6). 

Example 
An example is given in worksheet PLS1 and shown in Fig. 8.9. 
WLoadingaPLS is an array function, which must be completed by CTRL+SHIFT + 

ENTER. 

8.4.5 QLoadingaPLS 

Perfonns decomposition of matrices X and Y using the method of PLS (Eq. 8.2) and then 
returns an array that presents the loadings values Q. 

Syntax 
QLoadingsPLS (X, Y [, PC) [, CentWeightX) [, CentWeightY) 

x is the array of X-values (calibration set); 

Y is the array of Y-values (calibration set); 

Figure 8.9 Example ofWLoadlngaPLs function. 
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PC is an optional argument (integer), which defines the number of PLS components 
(A), used in the PLS decomposition; 

CentWeightX is an optional argumenr (integer) that indicates whether centering 
and/or scaling for matrix X is done; 

CentWe ightY is an optional argument (integer) that indicates whether centering 
and/or scaling for matrix Y is done. 

Remarks 

• Array Y must have only one column (K = I); 

• Arrays Y and x must have the same number of rows (/); 

• The result is an array (vector) where the number of columns equals the number of 
PCs (A) and the number of rows equa]s the number of responses K, that is. 1; 

• MMULT is a similar standard worksheet function (Section 7.2.6). 

Example 
An example is given in worksheet PLS 1 and shown in Fig. 8.10. 
QLoa dingsPLS is an array function, which must becompleted by CTRL+ SHIFT + 

ENTER. 

8.5 PLS2 

8.5.1 Scor e sPLS 2 

Performs decomposition of matrices X and Y using the method of PLS2 (Eq. 8.2) and then 
returns an array that presents the PLS2 score values Tnew calculated for matrix Xnew' 

Syntax 
Scor e sPLS2 (X, Y [, PC) [, CentWeightX] [, CentWeightY) [, 
Xnew] ) 

J K " • N 0 P 

~ I A L I I 

~ PC. 1.IllJ 
22 PCl 

D Z3 PO 

" PC4 
25 PCS ,. 

Figure 8.10 Example ofQLolldiDgaPLs function. 
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x is the array or X·values (calibration set); 

Y is the array or V·values (calibration set); 

PC is an optional argument (integer), which. defines the number or PLS components 
(A), used in the PLS2 decomposition ; 

CentWe ightX is an optional argumelll (integer) that indicates whether centering 
and/or scaling ror matrix X is done; 

CentWeightY is an optional argumem (integer) that indicates whether centering 
and/or scaling ror matrix Y is done; 

Xnew is an optional argument thai presents an array or new values Xnew (lest sel) ror 
which PLS2 score values Tnew are calcu lated; 

Ynew is an optional argument that prese nts an array ornew values V new (test set) ror 
which PLS2 score values T new are calculaled. 

Remarks 

• Arrays Y and X must have the same number ar rows (I); 

• Arrays Xnew and X must have the same number or columns (1); 

• Ir argument Xnew is omitted, it is assumed to be the same as x . and thus the cali· 
bration PLS2 score values T are returned; 

• The result is an array (matrix) where the number or rows equals the number 
or rows in array Xnew and the num ber or columns equals the number or PCs 
(A); 

• TREND is a similar standard worksheet runction (Section 7.2.7). 

Example 
An example is given in worksheet PLS2 and shown in Fig. 8. 11. 

ScoresPLS2 is an array function, which must be completed by CTRL+ SHIFT + 
ENTER. 

8.5.2 UScoresPLS2 

Perrorms decomposition or matrices X and Y using the method or PLS2 (Eq. 8.2) and then 
returns an array that presents the PLS score values Unew calculated ror matrices Xnew and 
y -. 

Syntax 
UScoresPLS2 (X, Y, (. PC) L CentWe ightX) L CentWe ightY) 
L Xnew] L Ynew) 

x is the array or X·values (calibration set); 

Y is the array or V·values (calibration set); 
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Figure 8.11 Example of SeoreaPLS2 function. 

PC is an optional argument (integer), wbich defines the number of PLS components 
(A ), used in the PLS2 decomposition; 

Cen t Weigh t X is an optional argument (integer) that indicates whether centering 
andlor scaling for matrix X is done; 

CentWeigh t Y is an optional argument (integer) that indicates whether centering 
andlor scaling for matrix Y is done; 

Xne w is an optional argument that presents an array of new values Xnew (test set) for 
which PLS2 score values U_ are ca lculated; 

Yne w is an optional argument thaI presents an array of new values Y new (test set) for 
which PLS2 score values Unew are ca.lculated. 

Example 
An example is give n in worksheet PLS2 and shown in Fig. 8. 12. 

Remarks 

• Arrays Y and Ynew must have the same number of columns (K) ; 

• Arrays Y and X must have the same number of rows (/); 

• Arrays Xne w and X must have the same number of columns (J); 

• If argument Xne w is omitted, it is assumed to be the same as X, and thus the cali· 
bration PLS2 score values U are returned; 

• If argument Yn e w is omitted, it is asSlimed to be the same as Y. and thus the PLS2 
calibration score values U are returned; 

• The result is an array (matrix) where the number of rows equals the number of 
rows in array Xne w and the number of columns equals the number of PCs (A); 

• TREND is a similar standard worksheet function (Section 7.2.7). 
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Figure 8_12 Example of UScoresPLS2 function. 

UScoresPLS2 is an array function, which must be completed by CTRL+SHIFT + 
ENTER. 

8_5_3 LoadingsPLS2 

Perfonns decomJXlsi tion of matrices X and Y using the method of PLS2 (Eq. 8.2) and then 
returns an array that presents the loadings values P. 

Syntax 
LoadingsPLS2 ( X , Y [, PC] [, CentWeightX] [, CentWeighty]) 

X is the array of X-values (calibration set); 

Y is the array of V-values (calibration set); 

PC is an optional argument (integer), which defines the number of PLS components 
(A), used in the PLS2 decomposition; 

CentWeightX is an optional argument (integer) that indicates whether centering 
and/or scaling for matrix X is done; 

CentWeightY is an optional argument (integer) rnat indicates whether centering 
and/or scaling for matrix Y is done. 

Remarks 

• Arrays Y and X must have the same number of rows (/); 
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Figure 8.13 Example of I..oadingsPLS2 function. 

• The result is an array (matrix) where the number of rows equals the number 
of co lumns (1) in array X and the number of columns equals the number of 
pc, (A); 

• MMULT is a similar standard worksheet function (Section 7.2.6). 

Example 
An example is given in worksheet PLS2 and shown in Fig. 8.13. 
LoadingsPLS2 is an array function , which must be completed by CTRL+SHIFT + 

ENTER. 

8.5.4 WLoadingsPLS2 

Perfonns decomposition of matrices X and Y by using the method PLS2 (Eq. 8.2) and 
returns the loadings weights values W. 

Synklx 
WLoadingsPLS2 (X, Y L PC] L CentweightX) L CentWeightY]) 

x is the array of X-values (calibration set); 

Y is the array of Y-values (calibration set); 

PC is an optional argument (integer), which defines the number of PLS components 
(A). used in the PLS2 decomposition; 

CentWeightX is an optional argument (integer) that indicates whether centering 
and/or scaling for matrix X is done; 

CentWeightY is an optional argument (integer) that indicates whether centering 
andlor scaling for matrix Y is done. 

Remarks 

• Arrays y and X must have the same number of rows (/); 

• The result is an array (matrix) where the number of rows equals the number of 
columns (1) in array X and the number of columns equals the number of PCs (A); 
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Figure 8.14 Example ofWLoadingsPLs2 function. 

• MMULT is a similar standard worksheet function (Section 7.2.6). 

Example 
An example is given in worksheet PLS~~ and shown in Fig. 8.14. 
WLoadingsPLS.2 is an array function, which must be completed by CTRL+SHIFT + 

ENTER. 

8.5.5 QLoadingsPLS2 

Perfonns decomJXlsition of matrices X and Y using the method of PLS2 (Eq. 8.2) and then 
returns the loadings values Q. 

Syntax 
QLoadingsPLS2 (X, Y [, PC] [, CentWeightX] [, CentWeighty]) 

X is the array of X-values (calibration set); 

Y is the array of V-values (calibration set); 

PC is an optional argument (integer), which defines the number of PLS comJXlnents 
(A), used in the PLS2 decomJXlsition; 

CentWeightX is an optional argument (integer) that indicates whether centering 
and/or scaling of matrix X is done; 

CentWeighty is an optional argument (integer) that indicates whether centering 
and/or scaling of matrix Y is done. 

Remarks 

• Arrays Y and X must have the same number of rows (/); 

• The result is an array (matrix) where the number of columns equals the number of 
PCs (A) and the number of rows equals the number of columns in array Y, that is, 
the number of responses K; 

• MMULT is a similar standard worksheet function (Section 7.2.6). 
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Figure 8.IS Example of function QLoadingsPLS2 . 

Example 
An example is given in worksheet P LS2 and shown in Fig. 8.15 . 
QLoadingsPLS 2 is an array function, which must beeompleted by CTRL+SHIFT + 

ENTER. 

8.6 ADDIT IONAL FUNCTIONS 

8.6.1 Mldent 

Returns a square identity matrix 

Syntax 
Mldent (Size) 

Si ze is an integer, which defines matrix dimension. 

Remarks 

• The result is a square array (matrix) with the number of rows and columns equal 
to Size ; 

• No similar standard worksheet function ean be fou nd. 

Example 
An example is given in worksheet Plus and shown in Fig. 8. 16. 
Mldent is an array function, which must be completed by CTRL+SHIFT + 

ENTER. 

8.6.2 Mldent D2 

Returns a two-diagonal rectangular matrix of zeros and ones. which is a result of cutting a 
row·block from an identity matrix. 
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Figure 8.16 Example of MIdent function. 

Syntax 
MIdentD2 (Size , CutFrom, CutOf:f ) 

Size is an integer (Size > I ), which defines the dimension of the initial identity 
matrix; 

CutFrom is an integer (CutFrom > 0), which defines the row number where the 
cut starts; 

CutOff is an integer (CutOff ;::: 0), which defines the number of rows to be deleted 
from the initiaJ identity matrix. 

Remarks 

• The result is a rectangular array (m atrix) where the number of rows equals 
Size-CutOff and the number of cQlumns equals Size; 

• When (CutFrom + CutOff - I ) > Size , lhe fu nction returns #VALUE l; 

• No similar standard worksheet function can be found. 

Example 
An example is given in worksheet Plus and shown in Fig. 8. 17. 
MIdentD2 is an array function, whic h must be completed by CTRL+SHIFT + 

ENTER. 

Figure 8.17 Example ofMIdentD2 function. 
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8.6.3 MCUtRows 

Returns a matrix with removed rows. 

Syntax 
MCUtRows (X , CUtFrom , CUtOff ) 

x is an array (matrix) to be cut; 

CUtProm is an integer (cutprom > 0), which defines the row number where cut 
starts: 

CUtOff is integer (CutOff ~ 0), which defines the number of rows that should be 
deleted from array x . 

Remarks 

• The function calculates the initial dimension of array X: nRo ws and nColumns. 
The result is a rectangular array (matrix) where the number of rows equals 
nRows - CUtOff and the number of columns equals nColumns; 

• When (CUtFrom+ CUtOff - I) > nRows, the function returns #VAlUEI; 

• OPPSBT is a similar standard worksheet function (Section 7.2.4). 

Example 
An example is given in worksheet Plus and shown in Fig. 8. J 8. 
HCutRows is an array function, which must be completed by CTRL+ SHIFT + 

ENTER. 

8.6.4 HTrace 

Returns the trace of a matrix (array). 

Syntax 
M'l'race (X) 
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Figure 8.18 Example of MCutRowlJ function. 
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Figure 8.19 Exampl(! of MTrace function. 

x is a square array (matrix). 

Remarks 

• X must be a square matrix ; 

• MDETBRM is a similar standard worksheet function (Section 7.2.5). 

Example 
An example is given in worksheet Plus and shown in Fig. 8.19. 
MTr ace is not as an array fonn ula and can be completed by ENTER. 

CONCLUSION 

Chemometrics Add-In provides many possibilities to calculate various scores and load
ings for projection methods using original data. Furthennore, employing these results, a 
typical graphic representation used in multivariate data analysis can be obtained, among 
other score plots and loading plots. Such an approach also provides possibilities for the 
construction of calibration models, calculation of root mean square error of calibration 
(RMSEC), and root mean square error of prediction (RMSEP), etc. 


